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Abstract
Image-guided surgery (IGS) is a technique for localizing anatomical structures on the basis
of volumetric image data and for determining the optimal surgical path to reach these structures, by the means of a localization device, or probe, whose position is tracked over time. The
usefulness of this technology hinges on the accuracy of the transformation between the image
volume and the space occupied by the patient anatomy and spanned by the probe. Unfortunately, in neurosurgery this transformation can be degraded by intra-surgical brain shift,
which often measures more than 10 mm and can exceed 25 mm. We propose a method for
characterizing brain shift that is based on non-rigid surface registration, and can be combined
with a constitutively realistic ﬁnite element approach for volumetric displacement estimation.
The proposed registration method integrates in a uniﬁed framework all of the stages required
to estimate the movement of the cortical surface in the operating room: model-based segmentation of the pre-operative brain surface in magnetic resonance image data, range-sensing of
the cortex in the OR, range–MR rigid transformation computation, and range-based non-rigid
brain motion estimation. The brain segmentation technique is an adaptation of the surface
evolution model. Its convergence to the brain boundary is the result of a speed term restricted
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to white and grey matter voxels made explicit by a classiﬁer, and the ﬁnal result is post-processed to yield a Closest Point Map of the brain surface in MR space. In turn, this Closest
Point Map is used to produce the homologous pairs required to determine a highly eﬃcient,
2D spline-based, Iterative Closest Point (ICP) non-rigid surface registration. The baseline for
computing intra-operative brain displacement, as well as the initial starting point of the nonrigid ICP registration, is determined by a very good rigid range–MR transformation, produced
by a simple procedure for relating the range coordinate system to that of the probe, and ultimately to that of the MR volume.
 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
1.1. Preliminaries: image-guided surgery
Image-guided surgery (IGS) describes a class of techniques for localizing anatomical structures on the basis of volumetric image data and for determining the optimal
surgical path to reach these structures. With the advent of tomographic image volumes produced by computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance (MR), it
has become possible to elaborate a 3D image model of the patient, whose internal
coordinate system (‘‘image space’’) can be related to that of a localization device
spanning the physical space occupied by the patient (‘‘patient space’’). Brain IGS applications include the treatment of movement and convulsive disorders and of arteriovenous malformations as well as the biopsy, surgical resection, radiotherapy, and
brachytherapy of tumours (for a survey see [46]).
The image model typically consists of the tomographic volume itself, displayed in
tri-planar view format, as illustrated in Fig. 1, and may include triangulated anatomical boundary surfaces identiﬁed from the tomographic scan and rendered onto a
computer screen. The position of the point of interest within the 3D image model
is conveyed on the basis of:
• the choice of tri-planar view of the underlying tomographic data and the position
of the cursor overlaid on each plane, as well as
• the position of a rendered virtual pointer overlaid at the appropriate position and
orientation on the displayed anatomical surfaces.
There are two broad categories of localization technique, frame-based [21] and
frameless [27,42,58], with the latter increasingly more prevalent and illustrated in Figs.
1b and c. Frameless localization is generally characterized by a handheld, tracked
pointing device, consisting of a probe and perhaps a probe-holder, whose coordinates
are calculated with respect to a reference object, which is generally aﬃxed to a Mayﬁeld
clamp immobilizing the head. Assuming that the geometry relating the probe tip to the
probe holder is known, and following a registration procedure that maps image space to
the physical space spanned by the tracked probe, the anatomical position of the probe tip is
reﬂected by that of the 3D image cursor at all times. Frameless localization also uses
landmarks for determining the image-patient transformation which are extrinsic to
the localization device; i.e., ﬁducials glued to the scalp or imbedded in the cranium.
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Fig. 1. Image-guided surgery: (a) 3D image model of patient as presented in typical commercial IGS system, namely in tri-planar and 3D view formats, courtesy of Lahbib Soualmi of the Montreal Neurological
Institute; frameless localization devices: (b) the FARO arm, during probe calibration, and (c) the Northern
Digital Polaris optical tracking system.

The usefulness of image-guided surgery hinges on the accuracy of the transformation between the image and patient spaces. This accuracy is dependent on two conditions:
• ﬁrst, an accurate initial registration, which in turn presumes accurate tracking
equipment [28,44], distortion-free MR/CT data [39], and accurate and consistent
ﬁducial localization [21,38,58],
• and second, a static relationship between patient and image model.
The most important source of error in IGS is the violation of the assumption
of static anatomy, caused by intra-surgical brain shift. The amount of intra-surgical brain shift, as documented by numerous authors [36,43] often measures
more than 10 mm and can exceed 25 mm, and can be ascribed to ‘‘the progressive sinking and displacement of the cortical surface as a result of corticospinal ﬂuid drainage and progressive mesial displacement of the brain due to
gravity’’ [43].
Existing methods for characterizing brain shift in general exploit either a combination of sparse cortical surface displacement data and biomechanical model [37,40],
or a combination of volumetric displacement information from tomographic data,
namely intra-operative ultrasound [16] or MRI [20], with some form of volumetric
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interpolation. Several authors have proposed realistic ﬁnite element (FE) [20,40] or
mass-spring [49] models of the brain.
1.2. A new approach to estimating brain shift
In this paper, we propose a method for characterizing brain shift that is based on
non-rigid surface registration, and can be combined with a constitutively realistic ﬁnite element approach for volumetric displacement estimation [20,40,49]. As shown
in Fig. 2, our registration method integrates in a uniﬁed framework all of the stages
required to estimate the movement of the cortical surface in the operating room
(OR):
• semi-automatic identiﬁcation (segmentation) of relevant anatomical surfaces within the MRI volume;
• range-sensing of the exposed brain surface in the OR;
• computation of the range–MRI transformation, based on a calibration procedure
and sensor base tracking; and
• non-rigid motion tracking, over time, of the range image of the brain.
Our philosophy for characterizing brain shift is based on the fast acquisition and
processing of dense displacement information, using a sensor that could easily be deployed to, and retracted from, a scanning position, with an appropriate mounting
framework. This perspective is dictated by the spatially and temporally under-determined nature of non-rigid motion estimation. In addition, the semi-automatic surface identiﬁcation stage presented here can be explicitly integrated with meshing
software to make a ﬁnite element model patient-speciﬁc with little user interaction.
Finally, a range-sensor is less expensive than both ultrasound and intra-operative
MR, as well as easier to use.
Our brain segmentation technique is an adaptation of surface evolution models
[12,34]. Its convergence to the brain boundary is the result of a speed term restricted
to white and grey matter voxels made explicit by a classiﬁer [18], and the ﬁnal result

Fig. 2. Brain shift estimation framework, featuring the four stages comprising our non-rigid surface registration framework, which can be combined with a FE-based volumetric displacement estimation stage.
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is post-processed to yield a Closest Point Map of the brain surface in MR space. In
turn, this Closest Point Map is used to produce the homologous pairs required to
determine a highly eﬃcient, 2D spline-based, Iterative Closest Point (ICP) [8,30]
non-rigid surface registration. In particular, given an initial range–MR transformation, this Map associates with each MR voxel the label of its closest brain surface
point, so that for any transformed cortical range point coinciding with that voxel,
its closest MR homologue is immediately looked up. Finally, the baseline for computing intra-operative brain displacement, as well as the initial starting point of the
non-rigid ICP registration, is determined by a very good rigid range–MR transformation, produced by a simple procedure for relating the range coordinate system
to that of the probe, and ultimately to that of the MR volume. For a survey of anatomical surface registration techniques, the reader is referred to [4].
The rest of this paper presents details of our method for computing the brain surface displacement as follows. Section 2.1 examines how laser-based range-sensing
can provide 3D brain shape data in the operating room, as well as presents our procedure for computing the rigid transformations which relates the range coordinate
system with the probe and MR coordinates systems. Next, the non-rigid registration
of a time sequence of range images of the brain, to estimate the intra-surgical cortical
surface displacement over time, is the subject of Section 2.2. Finally, the identiﬁcation of the cortex in the MR volume is addressed in Section 2.3. This section discusses our contributions to making surface evolution models better adapted to
identifying the brain surface and to post-processing the brain surface in order to improve the eﬃciency of the subsequent registration with range data. Our validation
study and a discussion of each stage is then presented in Section 3.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Laser range-sensing and calibration-based range–MR transformation
In order to characterize brain shift, one must ﬁrst ﬁnd a simple-to-use, robust
means of measuring the 3D shape of the brain exposed in the OR. We have chosen
to measure the external surface shape, rather than use a tomographic method, because of the ease of use of a surface tracking and FE approach. Moreover, tomographic studies have indicated that much of the brain movement is concentrated
near the brain surface exposed by the craniotomy [15,36], so that a good characterization of the volumetric displacement function is possible with a surface tracking
and FEM approach. Even in the presence of deep structure motion, our assumption
is that brain shift is not discontinuous over brain depth, that the combination of surface motion and of a realistic biomechanical model (in both constitutive properties
and boundary conditions) will accurately predict this motion, and that the eﬀect
of tissue resection can be assessed independently [48].
Laser-based range-sensing is the industrial standard for quickly and accurately acquiring dense, quantitative information on 3D shape. Fig. 3a illustrates the dense
shape characterization of the cortical surface achievable with this technology. It is
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Fig. 3. (a) Range image of the left hemisphere of a human brain. (b) Range to MR transformation geometry, illustrating the range, probe, and MR referentials and the sequence of procedures for relating them to
each other.

worth noting that other 3D surface shape estimation methods could have been used,
such as shape-from-stereo, particularly if integrated with a binocular surgical microscope. Moreover, there are two registration problems that are relevant to our method for characterizing brain shift: relating range data to MR data and tracking the
non-rigid cortical motion over time implicit in the time sequence of range images.
The ﬁrst problem could perhaps have been solved by computing the MR-range
transformation on the basis of a fully autonomous registration of cranial skin surfaces produced by the two modalities. However, our technique, inspired by ComeauÕs ultrasound-to-MR registration method [16], uses the tracked probe to
establish this transformation, as illustrated in Fig. 3b. It features a calibration stage
that relates the internal range coordinate system to external plates, featuring milled
divots, bolted to the range-sensor, a sensor base tracking stage that determines the
range–probe transformation in the OR, and an IGS patient registration stage, whose
MR–probe transformation is ﬁnally multiplied by the range–probe transformation
to relate the range and MR coordinate systems.
2.1.1. Laser range-sensing
The 3D coordinates of the exposed cortical surface are computed by a commercial range-sensor made by Vitana [9,54] (Ottawa, Canada). This sensor uses both
laser-based triangulation and defocusing techniques to estimate range data (for details see [9]). Moreover, it produces a 2D range-map of a ‘‘slice’’ of the surface,
along x–z coordinates, with a pixel accuracy of 0.4–0.5 mm along x and of
0.5 mm along z [54]. The sensor is mounted on a commercial linear positioner,
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produced by Intelligent Actuator [23], whose position, orthogonal to the range
proﬁle, provides the y-coordinate. The regular sampling nature of the sensor
CCD and the constant-rate data acquisition along the y-axis result in the collection of uniformly spaced samples, typically on a 256  256 grid. Moreover, a
range image can be obtained in a matter of seconds, once the sensor is deployed
in scanning position.
2.1.2. A procedure for relating range to MR space
The baseline for cortical movement is implemented by computing the rigid-body
transformation between range and MRI spaces and applying this transformation
to the identiﬁed cortex surface in the scan. In the literature, computing an arbitrarily large transformation between two surfaces is generally approached with features based on the diﬀerential geometry of the surfaces [22,52], or global
descriptions [11,25] of surface shape. However, an autonomous registration procedure would have to rely on a small skin patch, surrounded by surgical draping,
and neither kind of approach would likely be suﬃciently discriminating. Our technique uses the IGS tracked probe to establish the position in probe space, and ultimately in MR space, of the sensor base, coinciding with a conﬁguration of milled
holes in two external plates bolted to the sensor. All that is needed to complete the
picture is a calibration procedure to relate the sensor base to the sensor internal
reference. An important point to be made here is that a very accurate range–
MR transformation is achievable from the automatic detection of implanted ﬁducials [38,55], but we chose to proceed otherwise because of the practice at our
institute of not using implantable ﬁducials.
The geometry of the calibration, sensor base tracking, and IGS registration is seen
in greater detail in Fig. 4. The objective of the overall procedure is to ﬁnd a way to
relate range coordinates to MRI coordinates. The goal of the calibration, which can
take place outside of the OR and is illustrated in Figs. 4a and b, is to relate the inner
range-sensor reference to the milled divots on its outer side-plates, or sensor base.
The goal of the sensor base tracking, as shown in Fig. 4c, is to establish the position
of these sensor base points in probe coordinates at time t0 in the OR, and use this
information along with the calibration results to relate the inner range-sensor reference to probe space. The probe–image transformation, produced by the IGS patient
registration, can then be used to relate range to MR coordinates, as featured in Fig.
4d. To simplify the formalism adopted for this section, we use the letters R, P , and M
to designate range, probe, and MR coordinates, while tc and t0 correspond to time
instants coinciding with calibration and the intervention in the OR.
The calibration procedure (refer to Fig. 4) consists of the following steps, assuming that the sensor is brought to home position, y ¼ 0:
1. Linear positioner calibration. The y-coordinate is calibrated with a long plate featuring a row of machined divots at a 10  :01 mm spacing.
2. Range-sensing of a ‘‘wedding cake’’ non-coplanar calibration tool, featuring an array of milled holes of 2 mm radius.
c
3. Automatic identiﬁcation of hemispherical pits pR;t
T ;j within the range image of sensor
calibration tool by template matching [45].
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Fig. 4. (a) Range-sensor with calibration tool and external plates (sensor base). (b–d) Range to MRI
transformation computation. At t ¼ tc , the calibration procedure ﬁrst relates range to probe space (b),
then determines the sensor base points in range space (c). (d) Sensor base tracking determines sensor base
points in probe space at t ¼ t0 and ﬁnds the range–probe transformation in the OR. (e) The ﬁnal step uses
this and the probe–MR transformation to map range to MR.

4. Probe–space identiﬁcation of pits in the tool, pPT ;t;jc , by insertion of the probe
tip.
P ;tc
c
5. Registration of range pits pR;t
T ;j with probe–space coordinates of the pits pT ;j , producc
ing a probe–range transformation TR;t
P ;tc at time tc [3].
6. Probe–space identiﬁcation of sensor base points, i.e., the 9 milled divots in the outer
side-plates bolted to the sensor: pPB;i;tc .
7. Apply probe–range transformation to sensor base points:
c P ;tc
pRB;i ¼ TR;t
P ;tc pB;i ;

relating the sensor base points to the range referential.

ð1Þ
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The sensor base tracking procedure in the OR at t0 is as follows:
1. Identify the location of pits in sensor side-plates in probe space, to characterize the
new sensor base position: pPB;i;t0 .
2. Match probe–space pits with the points pRB;i to determine the probe reference–range
transformation TPR;t;t00 for the conﬁguration at time t0 .
Finally, the range data comprising surface SB are then related to MRI-space anatomical surfaces by considering the IGS probe–MRI and the probe–range transformations:
P ;t0 R
M
M
R
xM
SB ;t0 ¼ TP ;t0 TR;t0 xSB ;t0 ¼ TR;t0 xSB ;t0 :

ð2Þ

The ﬁnal result can be further reﬁned with a rigid-body Iterative Closest Point
registration, based on the skin surface identiﬁed in MR/CT data, and imaged in
the OR by the range-sensor. The sensor base tracking procedure steps 1 and 2 can
be performed in less than a minute, together with the range data acquisition, following the deployment of the sensor to a scanning position. The deployment of the sensor, on a locking articulated arm or on a programmable robot, could also be
achieved within a minute or so, although the prototype described here was not tested
in the OR. A dense 256  256 grid of range points, referred to MR space, is therefore
achievable is considerably less time than it takes to manually acquire a sparse, probebased cloud of cortical surface points.
2.2. Surface non-rigid displacement estimation
2.2.1. Motivation and overview of non-rigid cortical motion estimation
Brain shift at the exposed cortical surface, measured with respect to the rigidly
transformed pre-operative brain surface identiﬁed in MRI, can be characterized as
non-rigid surface motion captured by the initial range image, as well as those displacements captured in subsequent range images. This surface motion is estimated
with a non-rigid Iterative Closest Point [8,30] registration technique. ICP techniques
start from a rough initial alignment between two surfaces SA and SB , and iteratively
use the set of closest point pairs between the two surfaces to determine a new incremental transformation. The incremental transformation Tk corresponding to the kth
iteration is then applied to one of the surfaces (which may already be transformed),
namely Tk1 SB , gradually improving its alignment with SA . In most applications, the
transformation Tk consists of an incremental rotation Rk and translation tk .
In our non-rigid registration application, Tk may also represent a 2D local piecewise polynomial function: a smoothing surface spline. The choice of a surface splinebased ICP technique is justiﬁed by its suitability to non-rigid motion estimation, in
contrast with approaches based on features and global shape. Moreover, this technique is better suited than an active surface model to tracking an open range image
[4,5]. The main drawback of such an iterative technique is the requirement of
a rough initial alignment, but this is provided by the range–MR transformation
procedure.
Prior to providing implementation details of our registration, we present a new
elastically deformable brain-shaped [7] validation phantom, as shown in Fig. 5, made
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Fig. 5. Elastic PVA-C brain phantom.

from Polyvinyl Alcohol Cryogel (PVA-C) [13]. PVA-C is a relatively viscous liquid,
which upon freezing and thawing, becomes an elastic solid. Furthermore, PVA-C
can produce material properties comparable to values published in the literature
for grey and white matter [57]. This phantom rests on a support plate of plexiglass
(usable within an MR scanner), and features a moving assembly consisting of a small
disk and rod, also of plexiglass, imbedded within the elastic material. The movement
of this imbedded disk, in response to changes in the position of set-screws, triggers
material deformation.
2.2.2. ICP homologous pairs by look-up: the Closest Point Map
The iterative registration technique proposed here bears comparison to that of
Lavallee and Szeliski [30,50], where the volume spanning one of the surfaces is preprocessed with an octree-based distance map to accelerate its registration with the
second surface. When a second surface falls within the mapped volume, each point
on it inherits a distance value to its closest homolog of the ﬁrst surface. Because this
preprocessing produces a distance map, but does not provide homologous pairs, the
subsequent registration must still resort to an optimization method to determine the
best transformation.
In contrast, our method incorporates a processing stage applied to the identiﬁed
brain surface in the MRI volume, based on a propagative distance-to-surface algorithm called the Fast Marching (FM) method [47], and which is modiﬁed to produce
a Closest Point Map [5] as well. The Fast Marching method is used to compute distances from a given surface, such as shown in Fig. 6a for tri-planar images of the
elastic brain phantom. The Closest Point Map is an adaptation of this method,
whereby the label of the closest surface point, from which the distance is computed,
is also stored. Moreover, as shown in Section 2.3, the FM method is also used to initialize the surface model with which we identify the outer brain surface. In other
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Fig. 6. (a) Distance and (b) Closest Point Maps computed from the surface of the elastic phantom (white),
and shown in tri-planar views, mapped to a grey level. In (b) ambiguous voxels, possessing more than one
closest surface point, are shown in black.

words, the same numerical estimation framework serves to both improve the eﬃciency of the registration and to initialize the brain segmentation algorithm. To every
voxel in MRI space, the Closest Point Map associates the label of the brain (or phantom) surface point closest to it. This concept is shown in Fig. 6b for tri-planar images
of the elastic brain phantom, with labels mapped to a grey-level and with ambiguous
voxels (more than one closest point) identiﬁed in black.
The characterization of non-rigid motion becomes much more eﬃcient if its starting point is a dense set of homologous pairs, as opposed to a distance map which
imposes a costly minimization at each ICP iteration. Each rigid transformation iteration can exploit a closed-form computation method [3], any of which requires explicit point-pairs, not distances between them. Each non-rigid iteration can also
make use of a dense vector displacement function obtained by look-up, and as will
be seen in the next section, a highly eﬃcient numerical scheme for smoothing this
function with surface splines. The justiﬁcation for emphasizing computational eﬃciency here is two-pronged: clinical acceptability and the inherent temporal underdetermination in estimating non-rigid motion.
2.2.3. Modeling non-rigid surface displacement with 2D recursive spline ﬁltering
The regular spacing of the range data is exploited by using extremely eﬃcient recursive smoothing splines [53] to smooth the vector displacement ﬁeld. These surface
splines express the ﬁtting of interpolating, smoothing or approximating splines as
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recursive ﬁlters, provided that the data samples exist at regular positions. As mentioned earlier, this is the case for the range surface points.
For this work, we adopt a smoothing spline approach, whose ﬁrst stage is a convolution with a smoothing kernel1
.

nþ1
Skn ðZÞ ¼ 1 Bn1 ðZÞ þ kð  Z þ 2  Z 1 Þ 2 ;
ð3Þ
where Bn1 ðZÞ is the indirect B-spline transform given by Unser [53], n is the order of the
spline ﬁtting, and k is the regularization parameter of the smoothing. This stage
produces B-spline coeﬃcients and is followed by a convolution with the indirect
transform Bn1 ðZÞ to yield the smoothed output. The ﬁlters can simply be cascaded to
implement smoothing in 2D. A ﬁrst-order ﬁt is chosen, i.e., n ¼ 1, to limit overshoots
due to a higher-order continuity constraint. This ﬁrst-order recursive IIR ﬁlter can
be broken down into factors in Z and Z 1 , and implemented as separate anti-causal
and causal ﬁlters, respectively, which translates into local operations involving the
current and immediately neighbouring pixels, independently of the smoothing parameter k (for further details, see [53]).
In order to make the non-rigid motion estimation well-behaved, the registration
features the following stages:
• A rigid registration stage: a series of instantaneous rigid ICP iterations. This stage
is halted when the registration error is no longer reduced signiﬁcantly.
• A non-rigid registration stage: a series of non-rigid ICP iterations where the
smoothing parameter k is initially set very high, and is gradually lowered as the
process iterates, progressively resolving ﬁner-level motion detail.
2.2.4. Special considerations for range–MR non-rigid surface registration
Each non-rigid registration iteration may require some additional consideration,
in comparison to a rigid-body stage. At some pixels in the range-sensor CCD, a low
signal can occur, resulting in a gap or an unreliable range point. Such a low signal
value can be detected from the z-value or intensity proﬁle of the range image and
pruned. Furthermore, because the range data are somewhat denser than the MRbased cortical surface points, the range–MR homologous pairs are many-to-one.
Consideration of all of the homologous pairs would lead to an erroneous tangential
displacement component. This issue suggests reﬁning these many-to-one homologous pairs, resulting in a set of mutually closest pairs, followed by a proximityweighted displacement propagation. In the neighbourhood of gaps, the non-rigid
motion estimation is more reliant on this displacement propagation. While it is geometrically feasible for a voxel to have more than one closest surface point, simple
disambiguation and validation of each homologous pair are possible, based on the
assumption of continuous displacement [35]. This test is a comparison between the
displacement vector determined by each homologous pair, and an average displacement computed from neighbouring points.

1

Note: here Z relates to the Z-transform.
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Finally, the result of the procedure described so far is a forward range–MR transM
formation TM
R , composed of a ﬁnal multiplicative rigid transformation TR;r which is
2
the product of successive ICP transformation matrices, followed by an additive
spline-based non-rigid displacement function TM
R;n :


M
x0R;i ¼ TM
TM
R ðxR;i Þ
R;n TR;r xR;i ;


M
M
TM
TM
TM
ð4Þ
where TM
R;r ¼ TR;r;K
R;r;1 and TR;n ðxÞ
R;n;L
R;n;Kþ1 ðxÞ :
The indices K and L indicate the ﬁnal iterations of rigid (multiplicative) and nonrigid (additive) ICP registration. In turn, the following recursive expression further
deﬁnes the lth non-rigid transformation


~
~
TM
ðxÞ
d
x
þ
d
ð5Þ
þ TR;n;l1 ;
l
l1
R;n;l
where ~
dl represents the smoothed displacement at iteration l, evaluated at a transformed range point. In other words, the method described so far maps the range
surface data fxR;i , where xR;i 2 SR g to MR space, in a manner that conforms to the
pre-operative MR cortical surface data fxM;j , where xM;j 2 SM g.
What is needed to characterize brain shift, however, is the inverse transformation
TRM which non-rigidly maps the pre-operative MR brain surface data xM;j to conform
to the intra-operative cortical range data. The inverse transformation of TM
R is the
negative of the overall range–MR non-rigid vector displacement ﬁeld applied to
pre-operative MR data, followed by the application of the inverse, or transpose,
of the overall range–MR rigid-body transformation:


R
x0M;j ¼ TRM xM;j ¼ TRM;r TRM;n xM;j ; where TRM;n ðxÞ ¼ TM
R;n ðxÞ and TM;r
1

T

M
¼ TM
R;r ¼ TR;r :

ð6Þ

The computation of the inverse transformation in this manner pre-supposes the
smoothness of the forward non-rigid mapping, in a manner suﬃcient for the inverse
to be well-deﬁned, and the absence of signiﬁcant occlusions.
2.3. Model-based brain surface segmentation
Currently, the traditional technique for identifying anatomical surfaces in IGS is a
labour-intensive slice-by-slice approach where a ‘‘seed’’ is selected, corresponding to
the tissue type of interest, and a software program identiﬁes the rest of the contiguous voxels which are of similar intensity [24]. The contiguous labelled voxels within
these slices together comprise a volume of interest, coinciding with brain tissue for
example, the outer surface of which constitutes the boundary of interest. In contrast,
a semi-automatic segmentation technique in general requires far less user interaction,
has better reproducibility than a manual approach, can incorporate prior knowledge
2

Homogeneous coordinates reduce the application of successive rigid body transformations to a
sequence of matrix multiplications [17].
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into the model to avoid common pitfalls, and can easily process image volume information in a fully 3D manner. Surface models can be categorized into those based on
an explicit representation and on a physical equilibrium between virtual internal
properties of the model and image-based external forces [26,51], and those based
on the evolution of an implicit surface expressed as a partial diﬀerential equation
in time, which imbeds the problem into one deﬁned over the complete image domain
[12,34] (for a survey see [41]). We adopt a surface evolution model because of its topological adaptability and simple formulation in 3D.
2.3.1. Surface evolution model with classiﬁer-based speed term
The anatomical surface identiﬁcation technique presented here is known as a surface evolution model [12,34], which is characterized by imbedding the identiﬁcation
of a 3D surface S into the evaluation of a function W whose domain spans the image
volume:


X 2 R3 such that SðtÞ X : WðX ; tÞ ¼ 0 :
ð7Þ

oW
rW
¼ F ðx; y; zÞkrWk div
ot
krWk

þ m þ rF rW;

ð8Þ

where divðrW=krWkÞ represents the mean curvature H of an isosurface of the
function W. This model features a diﬀusive smoothing term krWkdivðrW=krWkÞ, a
hyperbolic motion term krWkm, and two image terms: a speed function F and a
doublet term rF rW which serve to bind the evolving surface to the anatomical
boundary of interest. Moreover, the model is initialized by one or more initial userdeﬁned surfaces fWðX ; 0Þ ¼ 0g which fully contain, or are fully contained by, the
anatomical boundary.
The model evolves in a manner which nudges the zero-level isosurface
fWðX ; tÞ ¼ 0g inwards or outwards until the image terms bind it to the boundary.
The imbedding function W is initialized as a signed distance map from the initial user-deﬁned surface(s). For the sake of eﬃciency, we restrict the computation of our
model to a narrow band [1], whereby the model is computed only within a thin volumetric shell close to the evolving fWðtÞ ¼ 0g isosurface. As mentioned earlier, we
choose the Fast Marching (FM) technique in order to compute distances from the
fWðX ; tÞ ¼ 0g isosurface, to initialize WðX ; tÞ over its whole domain and to restrict
the computation to a narrow band near the fWðX ; tÞ ¼ 0g isosurface.
In most existing implementations of surface evolution models, the speed term is a
function of the image gradient, i.e.,
F ¼

1
n;
1 þ krI~ðx; y; zÞk

ð9Þ

where typically n ¼ 1, 2, or 3 and I~ðx; y; zÞ is usually a Gaussian-ﬁltered image (MR)
volume. However, this approach has some limitations when it comes to identifying
the brain surface, such as a lack of T1 contrast between grey matter and the sagittal
sinus and between grey matter and muscle tissue, possibly entailing a bleeding eﬀect
outside the brain surface. To alleviate this problem, the model is endowed with
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higher-level anatomic information, namely by ﬁrst running a Minimum Distance
(MD) tissue classiﬁcation algorithm [18] on the image volume(s), and to compute a
speed function which restricts the surface model to expand only within voxels
classiﬁed as white matter (WM) and certain grey matter (GM) voxels, according to
the following discrete relation:
F ðx; y; zÞ ¼ 1:0

if fðx; y; zÞ 2 WMg or fðx; y; zÞ 2 GM and near WMg;

¼ 0 otherwise:

ð10Þ

Other classiﬁcation techniques were considered, but the MD technique performs
well with a small training set (the presence of pathology may preclude warping a
large, generic training data set to patient data) and with T1-weighted data alone.
Tissue classiﬁcation is the thrust of ongoing research of ours [6] and is a complex
issue in itself, particularly if it must cope with pathological data and with a relatively small set of training points. While it would appear feasible to simply
consider the outside surface of GM points (with the Marching Cubes algorithm
[31] for example) in practice, false GM positives which are iso-intense with GM
(e.g., muscle) do arise and would undermine such an approach, particularly if only
T1 data are available. The classiﬁer-based surface model also oﬀers an elegant
means of integrating multi-spectral data, such as T1-, T2-, and PD-weighted MR,
if available.
2.3.2. Surface model implementation
Our implementation is a two-stage procedure which ﬁrst identiﬁes the outer WM
boundary, then, based on a ﬂexible coupling implemented with the WM/GM Distance Function (WDF) [5], the outer brain surface is identiﬁed with the position of
the WM boundary as a constraint. The eﬀect of this coupling on the speed term computation is illustrated in Fig. 7. One advantage of our method over more rigidly coupled surface models [32,56] is that it will tolerate embedded pathologies. Moreover,
the threshold that limits the motion of the brain surface through GM voxels varies
according to spherical coordinates, so that the coupling between white and grey matter takes into account prior assumptions about the thickness of grey matter, which is
much thinner in the cerebral cortex than in the cerebellum or lower frontal area, for
example.
The surface model computation culminates in a post-processing of the outer brain
surface to produce a Closest Point Map, for the subsequent non-rigid registration
with the intra-operative range-based surface. This is simply the Fast Marching method applied not to computing a distance map from the evolving fWðX ; tÞ ¼ 0g isosurface within a narrow band, but to computing distance and closest point label from
the ﬁnal brain surface everywhere in the volume. As a result of its propagative nature
[47], the FM algorithm is easily modiﬁed not only to estimate the distance of a surface
to any voxel in the image volume, but also to store the identity of the particular surface
point which is closest. The motivation for using the FM algorithm is its computational eﬃciency and adaptability for storing Closest Point labels. However, there
exist other methods for estimating distances which could serve the same purpose.
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Fig. 7. WM/GM surface coupling: (a) WDF mapped to a grey-level intensity with WM contours in white;
(b) speed function based on WM or GM tissue classes from T1 alone; (c) speed function, as in (b), but
excluding GM voxels exceeding WDF shown in (a). (d) Surface model applied to ICBM subject 00100.

3. Validation and discussion
3.1. Validation of the range–MR transformation procedure
Validation of all procedures involved in relating range to MR is based on the
skin phantom shown in Fig. 8a. This phantom features 12 glued-on torus-shaped
ﬁducials, which are visible under both CT and MR. We opted for a CT validation, because the phantom contains metal wire in its core. The dimensions of the
CT voxels are 0.89 mm in the x and y directions, and 1 mm in z. The localizing
device used in this study is a FARO arm [58], discussed in Section 1. The overall
range–CT transformation makes use of the prior IGS probe–CT transformation
based on seven pairs of ﬁducials fxCF;k $ xPF ;k g accessible in probe space. The
IGS transformation results for the left and right side studies are characterized
by errors of 1.4 and 1.6 mm, respectively. The validation study consists of a comparison of
• computed CT ﬁducial positions: manually identiﬁed ﬁducials in the range image,
transformed to CT space with the procedure presented here, against
• manually identiﬁed ﬁducial positions in CT.
While an automatic localization of the ﬁducials in both spaces may have been desirable, to do so reliably was diﬃcult to achieve, due to self-occlusion in the range
data.
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Table 1 sums up the average values for disparities between identiﬁed and computed ﬁducial positions in CT space for the left and right side studies. Also featured
in Table 1 is a description of the magnitude of the transformation between the two
sensor base positions at tc and at t0 (during validation), from side-plate probe measurements. The transformation is expressed as two values: the magnitude of the calibration-OR translation vector kt0c k in mm and the angle of rotation h0c in degrees,
about the rotation axis.3
These results are encouraging and they are consistent with the localization technology used for implementing the IGS registration. In particular, Rohling et al.
[44] noted that the FARO estimates distances to within .5 mm, whereas the Optotrak
is generally within 0.15 mm, and Alp et al. [2] have shown that torus-shaped ﬁducials
are identiﬁed less precisely than other ﬁducials. Nevertheless, the goal of this procedure should be to achieve a characterization of the range–MR transformation to the
nearest millimeter.
These results can be interpreted in the context of the formal relationship between
the ﬁducial localization error (FLE) and the target registration error (TRE) explored
by Maurer, Fitzpatrick et al. [38]. A lower bound on the ﬁnal TRE of the calibration
and sensor base tracking procedure can be estimated on the basis of the FLE or
TRE associated with each step. Assuming a unity TRE  TLE relationship (for
the
sake of simplicity),
a probe FLEP of 0.5 mm [44], and a range FLER 
ﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð0:52 þ 0:52 þ 0:52 Þ ¼ 0:86 mm, where a value of 0.5 mm is also presumed for
the y-axis (due to limitations of the linear positioner calibration
procedure), we aspﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sess the accuracy of the calibration plate localization as ð0:52 þ 0:862 Þ  1:0 mm.
The accuracy with which thep
sensor
base divots
can be located with respect to the
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
range reference at tc , is then ð1:02 þ 0:52 Þ  1:12 mm. The accuracy of the sensor
base tracking procedure, from tc to t0 , is given by:
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð11Þ
TRER–P ;t0  FLEtot;pB  ð1:122 þ 0:52 Þ  1:22 mm:
If one factors in the TRE of the probe–CT transformation, which for this study is
in the 1.5 mm range, then a reasonable lower bound for the ﬁnal TRE is
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
TRER–M;t0 ¼ ðTRE2R–P ;t0 þ TRE2P –M Þ  ð1:222 þ 1:52 Þ  1:93 mm:
ð12Þ
This value is compatible with the values observed in Table 1, particularly for a
torus-shaped ﬁducial. Further analysis of these results indicates that the accuracy
of the registration does not improve appreciably with robust statistics or with a subsequent skin-based ICP registration, and that there does not appear to be a correlation between the registration error and the size of the transformation [5]. The former
ﬁnding suggests that the homologous pairs appear to preclude a severe outlier, as
well as underscores the importance of their geometric conﬁguration [38], since the
systematic removal of information by the robust method tends to makes the registration degrade. The latter ﬁnding is consistent with most of registration error being
3

Recall that a rotation can be expressed in terms Euler Symmetric Parameters, i.e., as an axis of
rotation ðkx ; ky ; kz Þ and an angle of rotation h about this axis (see [17, pp. 55–56]).
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Table 1
Trial results for calibration and sensor base tracking procedure
OR
ktOR
cal k (mm)/hcal (deg)

Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

Trial 4

Trial 5

293.4/
11.0

139.1/
11.1

201.6/
12.9

265.5/
53.8

167.0/
14.4

rms (mm)
dsurf (mm)

2.48
0.97

2.48
0.88

2.98
0.99

2.57
0.79

1.99
0.61

Robust

rms (mm)
dsurf (mm)

2.01
0.91

2.41
0.91

4.31
1.53

2.69
1.01

1.74
0.67

Least squares,
ICP

rms (mm)
dsurf (mm)

2.44
0.46

2.47
0.47

2.71
0.47

2.57
0.47

2.09
0.46

Robust, ICP

rms (mm)
dsurf (mm)

2.11
0.46

2.16
0.46

3.90
0.49

2.51
0.46

2.01
0.45

266.7/
1.5

141.9/
1.0

231.1/2.7

243.5/
43.8

191.2/
24.4

rms (mm)
dsurf (mm)

2.14
0.97

2.48
0.52

3.39
0.89

2.43
0.91

2.19
0.63

Robust

rms (mm)
dsurf (mm)

2.11
0.66

3.08
0.92

5.40
1.65

2.71
0.86

3.08
0.72

Least squares,
ICP

rms (mm)
dsurf (mm)

2.12
0.41

2.12
0.41

2.92
0.45

2.33
0.42

2.13
0.41

Robust, ICP

rms (mm)
dsurf (mm)

2.20
0.41

2.49
0.40

4.27
0.45

2.42
0.41

2.78
0.40

Left side study
Least squares

Right side study
Least squares

Rigid body transformation by least-squares and by robust regression, with and without ICP reﬁnement
based on the skin identiﬁed in CT and range spaces. The value rms represents the RMS error (in mm)
between CT ﬁducial positions and their homologues in the range image transformed to CT space by TCT
range .
The value dsurf is the RMS distance (in mm) between the transformed range points and the CT skin surface.
The symbols kt0c k and h0c indicate the magnitude of the translation and rotation between the sensor base
positions at tc and t0 .

tangential to the surface. One explanation could be a FLE in the range data which is
more important than ﬁrst thought. A pixel error of (di; dj) in the ﬁducial localization
results in a localization error whose largest components are along xR and yR , for a
brain surface which for all intents and purposes is normal to zR .
3.2. Non-rigid registration validation: brain shift simulation by realistic elastic brain
phantom
In order to assess non-rigid surface tracking, the set-screws under the phantom support plate are tightened, triggering a deformation of up to 15 mm at the top, and
the phantom surface is then imaged by the range-sensor. A rough manual alignment
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is provided, based on ﬁnding the points on the MR surface corresponding to the corners of the range domain and adding a vertical oﬀset. The gradual improvement of the
registration of the range and MR surfaces of the elastic phantom, over successive iterations and progressively more local characterization, can be illustrated as follows.
• Distance statistics: average and standard deviation values computed from the distance between homologous pairs, as shown in Fig. 9.
• Spatial distribution of the distance between two surfaces: this distance function
can easily be visualized as a coloured point whose position is that of a surface
point in range or MR space and whose colour is based on a distance-colour
scale, as in Fig. 10. The top and bottom halves of this ﬁgure, respectively, illustrate the forward and inverse transformation results, including the rough
manual starting point, the ﬁnal rigid transformation, and the ﬁnal non-rigid
transformation.
• 2D slice illustration: a qualitative illustration of the surface registration as it
evolves over k and progressively more local characterization is provided by the
consideration of any given 2D slice of the range image, such as shown for in
Fig. 11 for the slice yR ¼ 79:2.
This section featured a new elastic brain-shaped phantom for physically replicating brain shift, and the ICP registration was validated on the basis of the distance
between range and MR-based phantom surface. The results are consistent with other
ICP registration papers, and with our objective of sub-mm surface registration. Our
method features important eﬃciencies integrated in both the rigid and non-rigid
stages, in the form of a Closest Point Map precomputation and the use of recursive
splines. Despite some post-processing of the closest point pairs required to make the
non-rigid transformation well deﬁned, each iteration was virtually instantaneous.
One issue that we have not yet discussed is the accuracy of ICP techniques in recovering non-rigid motion, or in other words, the extent to which a small distance
between two registered surfaces is a good predictor for recovering the actual non-rigid motion undergone by one of them. This issue is the subject of a validation study
appearing in [5], whose results are summarized here for the sake of brevity. This
study involves synthetic cortical range images, obtained by resampling top and left
patches of the brain boundary of the Collins digital head phantom [14], to which
an analytical deformation function is applied and compared with the estimated
non-rigid motion. The conclusion of this study is that in general ICP techniques estimate non-rigid motion accurately (within 1 mm), but perform slightly less well in
highly sloped areas, such as the deep recesses of sulci, where the closest point may
not be the best homologue. This consideration may lead to a future reﬁnement of
our registration technique, in the same vein as the method of Feldmar and Ayache
[19], where points which are both close in space and of similar surface shape would
be considered homologous.
3.3. Surface model validation
The accuracy of our surface-based brain shift estimation framework presupposes
an accurate brain segmentation algorithm. We have validated the brain surface iden-
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Fig. 8. (a) Skin phantom. Range–CT transformation results (trial 1): (b–c) left side: (b) range data transformed to CT space overlaid on CT data; (c) CT (green) and transformed range space (pink) ﬁducials; (d–
e) right side: (d) transformed right side range data overlaid on CT data; (e) CT space and transformed
range space ﬁducials.

Fig. 9. Statistics of distances between homologous points, assuming an overall transformation TM
R (based
on expressions 4 evaluated up to iteration K ¼ k or L ¼ k) applied to range points: (a) log10 of distance
average; (b) log10 of distance standard deviation.
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Fig. 10. Forward and inverse transformation results, featuring initial, ﬁnal rigid, and ﬁnal non-rigid transformations. The colour scheme of the data indicates the distance between the range to MR brain surfaces.
(a)–(c): Forward-transformed range data, red: d < 0:5 mm, yellow: 0:5 6 d < 2:0 mm, green: d P 2:0 mm.
(d)–(f): Inverse-transformed MR data; logarithmic scale: black corresponds to )1.0 (0.1 mm), saturated
red to )0.17 (0.67 mm), saturated yellow to 0.67 (4.78 mm), and white to 1.3 (20 mm).
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Fig. 11. Inverse transformation results, featuring initial, ﬁnal rigid, and ﬁnal non-rigid transformations,
for the slice yR ¼ 79:2 (j ¼ 192). Shown here are homologous range points and MR brain points mapped
back to range space according to TRM;k and projected to the xR –zR plane.

tiﬁcation technique presented so far with a quantitative approach based on realistic
synthetic data, where ground truth is known, and qualitative tests with in vivo subject data. The latter data comes in the form of healthy subject scans obtained from
the ICBM4 database, as well as Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) patient scans
featuring pathologies and this qualitative validation is presented in [5].
The quantitative validation stage presented in this section makes use of two software tools which were developed at the MNI: a MRI simulator speciﬁcally designed
and implemented by Kwan et al. [29] for the purpose of image analysis evaluation,
and a high-resolution, volumetric, anthropomorphic digital brain phantom elaborated by Collins et al. [14]. In turn, the healthy-subject digital phantom is the starting
point for a second phantom featuring pathological tissue [10]. The accuracy of the
segmentation of the brain surface within simulated T1-weighted MR data can be assessed from the known boundary of the brain within the digital phantom, as shown
in Fig. 12 (for more details see [5]).
The evolution of the zero-level isosurface, from spheres imbedded in white matter,
through the white matter boundary, to the outer brain surface, is illustrated for
healthy subject 00100 from the ICBM database in Fig. 7. This example represents
the worse case, from a classiﬁcation standpoint: T1 data considered alone, as one

4

International Brain Mapping Consortium.
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Fig. 12. Surface model behaviour with synthetic pathological data: (a) original pathological phantom and
(b)–(e) brain surface identiﬁed with surface model, from simulated T1-weighted scan; (b) tri-planar view;
(c) rendered view; (d) distribution of distance between brain surface in scan and phantom brain boundary:
avg. ¼ 0:68  0:51 mm.

would expect the tissue discrimination ability of the classiﬁer to improve with the
consideration of T2- and PD-weighted data.
This section presented a brief overview of the validation study of our surface evolution model. Our study makes use of data from real subjects both healthy and with
pathologies, as well as synthetic data both with and without simulated pathological
tissue. One point not discussed so far is that the model as currently implemented assumes a voxel-based boundary, in particular because the FM technique employed at
the time used a voxel-based surface as a starting point. However, FM techniques for
triangulated surfaces have since been published, and it should be feasible to adapt
the Closest Point Map computation to triangulated surfaces as well. This improvement would be signiﬁcant, as it would produce a Distance and Closest Point Map of
a surface established with sub-voxel accuracy. The overall accuracy of the surface
tracking method proposed here is dependent on the accuracy of all its constituent
stages, so that an overall objective of 1 mm presupposes segmentation accuracy well
within 1 mm, which in turn will probably only accrue from a sub-voxel, triangulated
method.
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4. Conclusion
This paper addressed the problem of intra-surgical brain deformation, and suggested a non-rigid surface registration framework for characterizing this deformation. The objective of this framework was to produce a smoothed, dense vector
displacement function from the undeformed preoperative brain surface, semi-automatically identiﬁed in MR data, to the exposed intra-operative brain surface characterized with a laser range-sensor and referred to the MR coordinate system. This
vector displacement function could then be interpolated everywhere in the brain volume, on the basis of an ulterior volumetric, constitutively realistic FE model.
Furthermore, the methods proposed here were conceived from assumptions based
on practical clinical requirements. First, the semi-automatic method for identifying
the brain surface in MR should be able to cope with the presence of imdedded pathology, even very large tumours. Next, the 3D surface capture and surface registration methods should be fast, producing results virtually at the instant they are
required in the OR, with no user intervention except to initiate the processes. And
ﬁnally, the method for relating the MR and range spaces must function despite
the presence of large swaths of surgical draping, possibly occluding one or more intra-surgical ﬁducials, which suggests a calibration-based solution.
The underlying assumption of this paper is that an accurate volumetric displacement characterization is possible with a displacement map at the exposed cortical
surface and with a suitable ﬁnite-element model. The documented use of volumetric
FE models, with sparse surface displacement data and with surface models ﬁt to intra-operative MR data, suggests that at the very least, the accurate volumetric estimation of intra-surgical brain displacement with this framework is highly feasible. A
future validation study which would support this hypothesis is the comparison of the
position of beads imbedded in our elastic brain-shaped phantom, as detected within
a MR volume, against the position predicted on the basis of a surface registration
and volumetric interpolation approach. Furthermore, the method presented here is
entirely compatible with the integration of probe-based information about the volume of resected tissue [48], whose interaction with the ﬁnite-element brain model
could be inspired from cutting models used in surgical simulation [33].
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